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Understanding the 2O2O Shoreline Survey
with Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council

Council
You may recall from the last issue of The
Wallooner that the Watershed Council
was performing shoreline surveys across
Walloon Lake this summer. While the data
is in the process of being analyzed, we'd like
to offer lake residents a glimpse into the life
of shoreline surveyors.

The Watershed Council's seasonal employees
Lizy Michaelson and Garrett Greer recounted
their experiences recording data on shoreline
health from their kayaks. Here, you'11 also get
information about how to get individualized
shoreline results once the data has been
processed. Spoiler alert: they'll be mailed to
you, but you can also get your results online.
Thanks for your patiencel

Collecting the Data
According to their calculations, Michaelson
and Greer spent at least 15 days out on
Walloon Lake. On calm, early momings
they would park the Watershed Council
truck at boat launches and head offby kayak
to explore the different arms of the lake.

"Every part ofthe lake was a little different,"
said Michaelson. "lt was interesting to see

the basins and how they connected. There
are a lot of large and beautiful houses, and
you can see that people put a lot of work into
making natural shorelines in some areas."

The pair kept close to the shoreline,
identifring each parcel they were to rate
and scoring them on a variety of factors.
One factor is substrate, oq as Michaelson
explained, "ls it rocky or sand dominated?"
If they found obviously eroded areas, like
gullies, those were entered into the data sheet.

They also looked at plant material. Properties
with greenbelts, or swaths of native plants
that reach to the shoreline, received higher
scores because they prevent erosion and
lessen the impacts of stormwater pollution.
Shorelines with mowed grass to the edge
of the lake scored lower. (Tip: they also
tend to attract geese, which leave messy
droppings all over the lawn.) The team also
looked for aquatic plants. Shorelines with
an abundance of the algae Cladophora can
indicate that nutrient rich run-offfrom storm
events is reaching Walloon Lake. In a worst
case scenario, a leaky septic tank can be the
culprit. What's one potential solution, aside
from regular septic tank maintenance? More
greenbelts (see the previous issue of The
Wallooner for more details.).
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Human modifications also enter into a

shoreline score. They looked fbr alterations
like rip rap or breakwalls that arrnor
shorelines. Properly owners may install
shoreline armor to prevent erosion, but it
ends up having the opposite effect, especially
on neighboring properties. Michaelson
noted that some of the breakwalls currently
in place in Walloon probably wouldn't be
approved today because of how far they
jutted out into the water. Drain pipes leading
out into the water also lowered scores.

As they paddled from property to property,
the duo typed the data into a carefully
waterproofed iPad, and then started over the
next day to do it again.

lnitial !mpressions
While the data has not yet been entirely
processed, Michaelson and Greer were able
to ofler some first impressions of their time
spent with shoreline monitoring. One factor
in particular that stuck out to them was how
property owners' strategies influenced their
neighbors. They saw sections of riprap that
extended across several properties, as well
as greenbelts planted by multiple neighbors.

One Walloon Lake resident and her neighbor
had collaborated to plant a flower garden on
the edge of their properties. The resident
said the garden was 10 years old.

"We could tell they did an excellent job
with native plants to capture nutrients," said
Michaelson. "It was such a site of beauty on
the lake and she gets to cut flowers from it."

The Watershed Council's Watershed
Protection Director Jen Buchanan noted
that while some people think that putting in
a green belt will obstruct their view there
are lots of aesthetically pleasing plants that
won't get in the way.

Another resident had a bioengineering
project on his family's property. It consisted
of a sandy shore with a porous retainer
wall. "lf you're going to have beach sand
on a property, think of something like this
to keep it from washing back into the lake,"
remarked Greer.

The Data
Greer and Michaelson entered the data
into Geographic Information System (GIS)
software and scored each property based on
the factors described above. The scores will

be entered into a GIS map, with the shape
of parcels altered so that scores can remain
anonymous. People will be able to look at
their own scores, and see overall scores for
diflerent parts of the lake.

Greer cautioned that having a great greenbelt
garden, while desirable and environmentally
friendly, might not eam someone a perfect
score. A lot of algae growth or drain pipes
can mark off points even though, as Greer
pointed out, the drain pipes might be
originating from across the street. The team
worked from the water and wasn't able to
pinpoint exactly where the pipes came from.

Property owners will receive notification
in the mail when their scores are ready.
Information for improving shoreline scores
is available at the Shoreland Stewards
website (www.mi shorelandstewards.org/).

Didn't you mention o drone
last time?
Monitoring Programs Coordinator Caroline
Keson has been testing out the drone over
the north arm of Walloon Lake. While it
won't eliminate the need for kayakers to
survey the shoreline at this time, Keson is
hoping it can serve as a useful tool for the
future of data collection.

"There are quite a few variables to take
into account when flying a drone for survey
work," explained Keson. "For instance,
the wind affects the drone, and so does the
amount of sunlight, the angle of the sun, and
the number of batteries you have." Keson
can get about 15 or 20 minutes of surveying
work done with each charged battery and
when she's changing batteries from a boat
she has to catch the drone midair to prevent
it from plunging into the lake.

Keson expects to use the drone to track
changes on the shoreline over time. The
drone will allow her to take high quality
images of shoreline properties that she can
then overlay on a map to monitor alterations,
such as greenbelts, a decrease in the use of
riprap, or more or less shoreline erosion.

Regardless of whether the Watershed
Council is surveying Walloon Lake by kayak
or drone, we hope that our work provides
residents with the information they need to
steward their properties for years to come.
Thanks for your patience and for helping us
protect the lake you love.


